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I rushed OudnohtdA 32 out—even though it contained 
little sore than letters and a Dave Locke column—hard 
on the heels 0W31 for the prlaaty purpose of showing 
you that, yes, I wu serious about resuming publishing 
on a fairly frequent schedule.

That would result, I told myself, in a deluge of 
fine, witty, informative, and interesting fan writing, 
and I would publish a Big 4 Fancy issue—W33—in tiae 
for Midwestcon.

Miduestcsn is a-week.eway.
...and this la OttSwoaZda JS.
It contains letters,
...and a. Dave Locke * columnf.

True, a fair number of *po«M> (In one for® or another) KWA Atwcunling: My First Annual Capttualtlon Under
have arrived, and the artists are beginning to believe 
that, despite th® appearance of ths last two issues, I 
do plea on utilising their talents. This is nice, as 
is tha realisation that though it didn't seem so—they 
trickled it—a fair pile of letters have accumulated.

...and having the steady strcaa of Dave Locke 
(Support Your Local Fswrlter) work is a powerful 
inducement, in its own way, to continue publishing.

But as for the rest of you article writers...and, 
in particular, the to Luts-Nagey of Shaker Heights....

I've been purposely vague about the direction that 
this incarnation of CW will take, but I'm hoping for 
four to six issues a year, and perhaps altarnating 12- 
and 24-page issues...-

As for which this one will end up being, csae, 
let us find out together...’

• • ..'.A BLUS W FOR KANIA sees

bits of background to ths following... 
Tn the course of publishing Xenolith, 

u>

I managed io extract their ••first &oC" from a fair 
number of friends... some of whom had been around for 
a mmber of years. ...mostly by legitimate means. It 
protea to ba a fun gimdak.., and maybe someday some 
of them will writs their second LoCl To Gw&xMdt...

Secondly, this:
Cast year I wanted to do "something special" to 

ootmerata the faat that CHICOS TV would mark the. SO th 
anniversary of My Very First Convention. As is all 
too often the ease what was accomplished was far 
Ubs than what had been planned. And it was also a 
bit late...appearing in October as Xenolith 21.

It started off, thusly:

"Friday evening: Rivercon 7.
"When I registered, and was given my already 

prepared naaebadge, I noticed that in addition to 
"051 / BILL BOWERS./ CINCINNATI, OH" (typed large and 
legible; how terribly unfanniah*j, there was affixed 
an object which differentiated it fro® writ of the 
other badges iMsdiately visible,

"Nothing such, really.
"...just a 23/32" disinter,. .and shiny.. .atick-on 

dot.
J,Slue,"

I had a tot of fun exaimining just why I was awarded 
euah a distinctive marking at a am I was merely 
attending—I warn't making a 'speech', nor was I on 
any panels—wrapping it around a list of my first 20 
years worth of aonventione. I even reproduced an 
elcotro-stsnoiZed fadsmile of my Rivercon badge—and 
to make it look authentic, even want out to purshass 
some blue stiok^n dots.

little realising that I would have to acquire a 
package of a thousand of the euahtre to amuse myself.

In the course of my wanderings through my 
conventional: years, I related the story of the rie, t 
fall of the former glitter queen of Midwestern Fandom 
—little realising that it would lead, at long last, 
to the following,

...even if I did. have to drive up to Toronto over 
the Memorial Day weekend, just to pick the LoC up... 
e e »e eeeeeaee. eeeeeeoeeeeeeea

Extrema Pressure From Certain People First LOC Ever

Fart ! — Inspired By The Blue Cot ...

Your comments on the quest for tha meaning of TBD and 
your convention shuffle mode have caused me to 
-sminisce. Being tall, talented and an established 
cult figure, your person is now being marked as 
significant by others. When 1 entered fandom, not 
being any of these things, I needed to mark my own 
significance.

Being extremely introverted, and unable to start 
conversations with total strangers, I decided to 
create an 'mage that would make people approach me. 
Thus, before going to my first con (Torque I, 1980), 
I had my hair braided and beaded (before 1t was 
popular). Well, 1t worked marvelously. People were 
constantly coming up and asking about my hair. It 
was a terrific Ice breaker and first topic of con
versation, Once the first hurdle was passed I found 
it very easy to continue a conversation or approach 
the person myself at another time. This phenomena 
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continued through my second convention (Marcon, 1980), 
It certainly enabled me to meet many people and get to 
know a few quite well. tn fact, most of the people I 
met during those first two conventions are now my best 
friends.

I couldn't spend all my life in braids, so for 
Midwestcon 1980 I came up with something a bit easier. 
This was the start of my "glitter queen" days. It 
wasn't quite as aggressive as the braids but it worked 
just as well. And it was much more fun. Were you the 
one who said you could always tell where I'd been by 
the trail of sparkles? This continued for a while, 
not because I really needed 1t anymore, but because it 
was fun. Well, being Inspired by your remarks regard
ing my fall as the former glitter queen of midwestern 
fandom, I'm reviving the sparkles. Partly out of 
nostalgia (my God, It was only 3s years ago) and 
partly because Sid Altus has never let me forget it 
and is always so devastated by its absence.

Speaking of the convention shuffle. I am very 
rarely alone or at a loose end at conventions any more. 
I now know'so many people, even if only as acquaint*- 
ances, that 1 can usually find someone to talk to. 
But I still used to panic slightly if I did a tour of 
the con and could find no one that I knew at all. I 
think I have now made a breakthrough. At this year's 
Confusion I spent some time all by myself, couldn't 
find anyone I knew, and wasn't at all bothered. I 
actually managed to initiate conversations with a 
couple of naw people. I'm out of the closet at last 
and it feels wonderful. I will always prefer being 
surrounded by friends, I thrive on being close to 
people—but I now know that I won't collapse Into a 
little pile of jelly If they are not around.

Aside I — Noreascon Amnesia

I've resigned myself to the fact that I will never 
live down the one and only total binge of my Ufa. 
I've also resigned myself to the fact that I'll never 
know what happened. Uni ass, of course, trusty and 
big-mouthed friends of mine continue to tell stories 
about it. four recounting of my adventures was vary 
amusing and highly appreciated. And it was very 
effective, because here you are reading that LOC 
you've been promised for so many years. Besides, who 
has time for LOC's when thev'rs slaving over a hot ■ 
caftan (200* pieces no less).

Anyway, I've decided to try and re-construct that 
long lost night of my life. So far you're the only 
one who's given me any facts. Of course, you're also 
the only one I remember (other than Doris and Steve's 
knee). This is probably going to be harder than I 
thought. Sigh!!

Aside II — Chicon IV & Worldcons In General

I haven't figured out Worldcons yet. They really don't 
seem much different from all the other cons I attend. “ 
Except for the really small relaxacons that is. Chicon 
certainly didn't feel vary big. The only time I knew 
for sure it was a WoHdedn wet during the two big 
events—Hugos, Masquerade—and in the huckster room. 
It didn't feel crowded, I never got tost, and I always 
found someone I knew.

The only real difference 1s that I can't keep up 
my usual pace for the whole con. Hot staying in the 
main hotel had something to do with that I suppose.

Part II — The Blue Dot Revisited

I actually have gone to a con all by myself— unescorted 
and everything. It was one of Roger's Incons—tn 1981 
I think. I survived but 1t was very difficult. Having 
done it once, though, has made me less paranoid about 
being alone. '

The whole rhythm of conventions has changed for 

me. I used to rush about a lot, party constantly, 
try to see everyone and do everything. By the time , ’© 
got home I’d be totally exhausted. And then post-con 
depression would set in. Every time. What a vicious 
circle! °

Now, 1 look at cons very differently. They are o 
more like oases in my rather hectic life, Instead of £ 
a merry-go-round. It's like I've been holding my £ 
breath for a very long time and when I get to a con I § 
can start breathing again. I rather like my hectic S, 
life, but It's nice to stop running for a while. g«

It's odd how things have turned around. Cons 
used to be hectic high points in a rather empty life, v* 
Now my life Is so full, there's not enough time for 
all the cons I used to attend. My first year 1n fan
dom I went to 16 cons. Last year I went to six.

My God, that Blue Dot really started something. 
I haven’t been this introspective in ages. At this 
rate, it'11 be sty first and last LOC. And I haven't 
even looked at Ouduiontdi 31 yet. (Which by the way, 
was a delight to see With that name gracing its 
cover.) I think 1'11 leave that one for another time 
and end this here. . 2/e/33
non? HUson Park Hoad #2, Toronto, Ontario HSK 386

...so, now that you’d had a ohanss to look at OV31.,.?
It etruok me, m I woe typing the above, that 

even though it oouldn ’t be (baoauea of When it Was 
written), Bania’s letter provides at least one valid 
answer to Harry Warner'a letter last time... in WMeh 
he wondered "Why' (ny) group needs ths elaborate 
environment and espenBive lifestyle of eons almost 
every weekend to get together ana be friendly around 
each other... **

Leaving aside the fast that eons need not be 
elaborate nor terribly espensivo (at least not if me 
aonfines onesalf to the Midwestern retemaon oiroudt, 
the "needs" of the individuals included (whether they 
want to or not; whether I want them included ar not) 
in "my" group. varies, Prom individual to individual, 
from time to time. Par most of us, in one way or 
another, aonvsntians are a vary important asp sot of 
our "fanaa". ...but only an aspsat.

MW2LL PARCOE I never thought I'd live to see 
Judgment Day com® in my own life

time. But it must be; the dead are Hsing and to 
prove it here's an CuOmEcfc from Bowers. All we 
need now 1s the Lord God descending on pillars of 
flame...

Seriously, though, it's good to hear from you 
again. While we've been out of touch I've just been 
plodding my unobtrusive way through fandom, as usual, 
churning out little fanzines, keeping up with old 
friends and making new ones.

So you're turning a new decade in July? Well, 
so do I at the end of May, and I suppose we must be 
almost the same age, therefore. I was talking to 
Chris Priest in the ‘One Tun' in London about this 
very subject a few weeks ago (Chris 1s 40 1n July too) 
and being deliberately nostalgic about fandom 20 years 
ago 1n an effort to provoke the younger fans around us 



Into accusing us of being ’boring old farts'. Un
fortunately they appeared genuinely interested to hear 
our anecdotes of long-gone fandoms, so that ploy didn't 
work, I think there is something of a genuine interest 
in 8ritain in fandom past at the moment, because of 
various ancient fans having suddenly reappeared on the 
scene, for Instance Vinf Clarke and Mal Ashworth.

I realised my age with a little bit of a shock 
recently when, while talking to a younger fan, it 
suddenly occurred to me that I was in fandom before 
she was even bom! I expect you've had the same ex- . 
perienca. When people around me are talking about the 
'old establishment' of British fandom, and meaning 
those people active before the 1979 Worldcon, I begin 
to feel positively antediluvian. But so what? I 
still enjoy my friends in fandom as much as ever, and 
it ia the present that matters (and the future built 
on it) rather than what is already gone. So t shall 
just go plodding on as usual, I suppose until my teeth 
fall out. 3/25/83 fl Ilk Cote lea Square,

Southgate, Runcorn, Cheshire VA7 2SA, KUSUJID 

...yes, almost-1 am beginning to be sorry that I got 
outs with that /DM quote on age in OW31,..

Darrell raises twe sensitive issues.‘ The one 
about utaeth falling out#...

...and the one about younger fans (partiaularly 
wmm) who were bom after '’we" entered fandam...

But then T euspeai that Darrell and X haw a 
different pempeative m both of these subfeats.

IMVE ROWE 'de all know that Father William is now 
out to do whatever he wishes he do, and 

good luck to him too. But when it comes to fnts they 
have to be legible (so fans can read It), hardly $ 
rule you're likely to transgress, and also that it 
should be readable (so fans will want to read it). 
Unfortunately the new dtt&mWs comes a cropper here 
as you spend far too much time waffling to keep the 
resders interests cut the claptrap and step boring 
us. 4/10/83

g£ 
a 8002

...yet mother satisfied auttoaarl

MIKE fii TCKStW A® with its predecessor, there is 
little in this slim but eminently 

readable'fannish production that inspires reaction, 
l.'m glad to see you back doing something you enjoy and 
excel at and I hops.this new generation of OuJtMowtU 
will gratify both you and your readers to the saws 
extent that previous incarnations did. Failing that, 
we can always wrap ftsb in them.

Apart from the delightfully droll quality of 
your introductfon/prefaca to rich brown's long loc 
there was a marvellous depiction of the persistence 
and constancy of fuggheadedness within the context of 
typical fannish Interaction. Describing Scithm in 
a typical fannish pose and then letting rich 
demonstrate that even exemplary fans are not above 
petty promulgations of personality conflicts somehow 
seemed to encapsulate an.aspect of fandom that we'd 
all rather ignore but which seems to be permanently 

with us. I've always liked and admired rich browi? but 
it amused me to see him contorting himself so pain
fully in his efforts to hold onto at least some of his 
original feelings toward you. I got the feeling he 
was well aware of how silty he looked dredging up the 
past in an attempt to explain his non-reaction to you 
but somehow had to do it anyway. As if just saying "I 
was dumb so let's start from scratch" was somehow un- 
fannish. But I'm glad he made the effort, however 
strained because rich is a perceptive commentator on 
the state of fandom and I expect his future contribu
tions to OW will be well worth reading. Someday you 
may aven meet and discover that you're both rather 
ordinary looking fellows who are quite pleasant to 
talk to and be friends with, not mindless demons out 
to cause trouble. Then again,..

I suspect that G1yar was thinking of the effects 
of attending cons rather than running them as ah expla
nation for bleeding off time and energy fans might 
otherwise have devoted to writing for fanzines. Which 
admittedly only marginally increases his case for 
Cincinnati but just living in Cincinnati'would use up 
most of the creative energy of even the most talented 
fan, don't you agree? 3/18/83
13? High Park Ave., Toronto, Ontario, I46P 2S3, CAHADk

DON’ Tour latest Ou/naontdi struck a
resonant note here, As I near my 

37th birthday (four days from new), I am in the midst 
of reconsidering much of my own life and personality. 
I've even taken to reading books about the mid-life 
crisis and radical personality changes to try to ex
plain to myself some of the changes in perspective, 
interests, and attitudes that I have recently under
gone. I share, for example, your stated inability to 
express emotions easily, whether it be affection, 
anger, pride, or gloom. I attribute much of it to my 
upbringing in a family where overt expressions of deep 
emotion were looked on with some disfavor.

Unfortunately, I suspect I project an image if 
disinterest and lack of involvement, which probably 
interferes with the forming and enrichment of friend
ships. Fortunately for my ego, I am reasonably self- 
actualized, and don't depend on outside approval for 
most of <ny pleasures, but there are entire areas of 
social interaction that I find closed to me. Just as 
you say you are, I am attempting to adjust my personal
ity and overcome certain inhibiting factors. I wish 
us both luck.

As a matter of fact, I think the inability to 
form friendships is not a rare phenomenon. I have 
been reading some sociological studies and surveys 
which indicate than an appallingly Targe number of 
people consider that they have no close friends at all.

I agree with rich brown's statements about critics 
not having to express repeatedly the statement that 
everything they say is subjective. The fact is so 
obvfous, it amazes me how frequently it has to be 
pointed out. To me, the purpose of standard brief 
book reviews is that a reader determines whether or 
not in general the reviewer has similar tastes to his 
own, and then uses that reviewer's recommendations as 
a buying guide. Reviews are not graven in stone, nor 
is there really any objective standard for defining 
literary taste. 4/20/83

323 Dodge St., Seat Providence, SI 02324

...it's not that I mind, you understand, having only 
Dave Locke as a steady, reliable, 
contributor. But eventually, other fans (like rich 
brown, who's been around 20+ years) are going to dis
cover Dave (who's been around 20+ very odd years)— 
and he'll be too busy writing for all their fanzines 
to have time to write for me...

gither that...or he'll get a job, and...
Herewith, a particularly timely historical piece .
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DAVE LOCKE

ONCE UPON A TIME, during periods in which I was fortunate to be out of work and thus 
allowed to enjoy the finer though cheaper things in life, I have occasionally had to en
dure seemingly endless successions of boredom in the form of job interviews. The job 
interview is one of those aspects of life which should have been abolished somewhere back 
around the time when Modern Man cleaned the streets- of Black-Plague carrying rats, 
abolished slavery, or invented Personnel Departments. But this carryover from the dark 
ages remains with us today. Should Fate somehow bend toward me and lay down the choice 
of obtaining employment by jumping through a burning ring of fire, 2) entertaining at 
a Shriners' meeting by standing on the podium and playing with myself, or 3) going to job 
interviews, I would probably be disconcerted and hard-pressed to make a decision.

I have, however, learned a few tricks to make life simpler when one is confronted 
with a job interview. Some of these apply only to higher white collar job interviews. 
I'm sorry I won't be more helpful to those of you who will never be faced with that 
particular kind of interview, but experience in this area is pretty much the experience 
I've had. I have never, for instance, been interviewed for a job as a gigolo, the 
operator of a bordello, or a used tape-recorder salesman in San Clemente. If I ever do 
broaden my experience into those areas, I'll be sure to write a follow-up piece for you.

Appearance is quite important when meeting a prospective employer. By all means 
take every measure of precaution to, for example, avoid leaving your fly open—if you 
have one. It starts things off on the wrong foot, and can be a genuine conversation 
killer. When being interviewed for a management position it is necessary to display a 
measured amount of forwardness and self-confidence, but try not to push it that far. 
However, if you're interviewing for a job as a gigolo, feel free.

Mismatching socks, grease on your knuckles, and a red tongue from soaking up too 
much wine, should also be avoided. Of more importance, however, is the fact that you 
should trim the hairs in your nose. I interviewed a fellow once who initially impressed 
with his very unusual moustache, until he inhaled and it disappeared.

Composure is of the utmost importance, and is one-third physical and two-thirds 
mental. The physical centers on the matter of what you do with your hands while being 
interviewed. It is not the mark of a composed interviewee to have a knuckle in your 
mouth, or a thumb, or several fingers. Likewise, try to refrain from cleaning your ears 
while being interviewed? by itself this would not be too serious an infraction, but you 
keep the interviewer on pins and needles waiting to see whether or not you're going to 
find something and, worse, how you will dispose of it if you do.

Having a finger or two in your nose generally is a sign of having too much com
posure during an interview, and is to be avoided for that reason. Keeping you hand in 
your pockets gives the appearance that you are too casual about the interview. That's 
if you’re standing up. If you're sitting down, keeping you hands in your pockets dis
plays possible undesirable tendencies which you would be better off to not advertise. 
Try to hold your own with the interview, not during it.
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Also, try not to pick your fingernails or 
scratch your crotch.

The mental part of composure can be the tough
est part, depending on how much mental equipment 
you can bring to bear on the subject of being well 
composed. For example, do not stare at the inter
viewers as they ramble gropingly concerning the 
nature of the position you are seeking. It puts 
them off balance and often tends to make the inter
view drag interminably as the result of causing 
then to speak brokenly and lose track of what they 
were saying.

Falling asleep during the interview i& worth
while from the standpoint of subjectively shortening 
its duration, but you would be winning the battle 
only to lose the war.

Try not to laugh when the interviewer first 
discusses salary. Smiling is permissible, as 
combined with a knowing look this can cut through 
a lot of Mexican hat-stand bargining. (Mexican 
hat-stand bargining: "I'll give you twenty." "I 
need twenty-five." "Might be able to see our way 
to offering twenty-one." "Twenty-four would really 
be as low as I could go, just so you understand 
that this is for starting purposes only." "I think 
we could possibly split the difference, if that's 
agreeable with you." "You mean twenty-two and a 
half?" "No, I mean eleven and a quarter for each 
of us.")

However, laughing out loud is considered crass. 
On the other hand, crying shows the interviewer 

that you are either emotionally unsuited for the position or that he has too far to go in 
salary negotiation and thus could not get you for any amount they might consider reason
able .

In answering the interviewer's questions you must be convincing, and it definitely 
helps if you feed them the answers they have in mind. If you have deduced that honesty 
is not always the best policy, there may be some hope for you in obtaining a well-paid 
management position. The following eight multiple choice questions will serve to give 
you a feeling as to what it takes to be convincing in the handling of an interviewer's 
questions. After the test, we'll see how well you did on your own, and if you didn't do 
too well we'll talk about it and give you some instruction.

QUESTION: What do you see yourself doing in five years?

ANSWER: o I’d like to be President of this company.
a I'd like your job. 
o Dissipating more rapidly.

QUESTION: Do you consider youself to be an ambitious man?

ANSWER: □ I have an inner drive which demands that I increasingly take on 
more responsibility.

□ I believe that I'm fully as ambitious as you are.
a i have lots of ambition; I'm just too lazy to do anything about it.

QUESTION: What is you major career goal?

ANSWER: □ To work my way to the top in a modern, progressive company such 
as this.



□ To grow with a company and eventually earn $50,000 a year. 
D To not have to work for a living.

QUESTION: Do you feel that this position would be challenging to you?

ANSWER: □ Yes, definitely, and I would hope that it would be an excellent
stepping-stone for growth within this company.

n Like any new job, I imagine it would be a little tough at first. 
o I could mail in this job on the back of a postage stamp.

QUESTION: What steps will you be taking to improve youself as a manager?

ANSWER: □ I have plans to broaden my educational background with further
college work and to participate in some of the excellent seminars 
which are currently being held. I would want to discuss these with 
my immediate superior to co-ordinate these plans with company objectives. 

D I think on-the-job experience would be of the most benefit.
o None. I like me just the way I am.

QUESTION: Are you willing to work whatever hours are necessary to get the job done?

ANSWER: □ of course.
D Certainly, unless I have an absolutely unavoidable commitment.
D I'm willing to work whatever hours are necessary to stay on the payroll.

QUESTION: What do you require in the way of a starting salary?

ANSWER: □ Between $ and $_____ is the range I'm looking for, for a top
caliber position.

□ How much to you have budgeted? ■ 
o What's it worth to you?

QUESTION: Do you have any questions about the job?

ANSWER: □ I feel you've filled in the Big Picture quite well.
o I can't think of any at the moment.
□ Does your insurance plan cover mental health?

If your answers were always the first choice
other than the fact that you should try 
making your delivery. Also, try to 
keep from spitting-up on the inter
viewer while you are talking.

If you tended to pick the 
second-choice answer, you’re slightly 
missing the boat. In the first 
question, never tell interviewers 
that you're after their job. They 
may either not feel secure in it or, 
if they do, they might feel that it's 
a lousy job and give you zero points 
for smarts.

Also, never tell interviewers 
that you're as ambitious as they are. 
You might be threatening them or 
amusing them, and again they might 
give you zero pints for ambition.

Additionally, never set your

you need no further counselling from me, 
and put a little sincerety in your voice while
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career goals in terms of dollars; at least 
never do so in front of the interviewer. 
Money is crass, shows lack of interest in 
the company per se, and shows that you will 
have no ambition to advance once you’ve 
achieved that salary. You must realize 
that money is something you use in your 
free time, and companies do not officially 
acknowledge that you have an existence out
side of the office.

As for the question about the job be
ing "challenging", jobs are always 
challenging and never "tough". You've got 
to learn the lingo.

As for improving youself, you lazy 
bastard, they want to know what you’ll be 
doing outside the office so that you can 
improve your performance within it. While 

they never officially acknowledge that you have such an existence, they do know about it 
and make every effort to ensmall it as much as possible. They want you should fill it up 
with courses which will lead you to make more money for them.

If they need you to work overtime, they want to make sure you're going to do it and 
not have to guess whether or not you'll let things go because of being unavoidably de
tained elsewhere. A death in the family might possibly be a satisfactory excuse to them, 
but only if the death is yours.

When it comes to negotiating salary, they don't like you to take the fun out of it. 
If you know how much they've got budgeted, then there's no room for them to maneuver. 
Besides, if they answer your question they might be lying to you. Hard to believe, I 
know, but there it is.

Companies have been know to take pride in their job selection activities; telling 
them that you can't think of any questions "right at the moment" brands you as a dunce 
who hasn't yet absorbed everything that's been presented. And saying merely "no" might 
lead them to believe the same thing. Compliment them on their presentation. Or, feel 
free to ask just one intelligent question so that they'll know you're sharp. Like: "But 
what will I be doing, really?"

If, however, you were fairly consistent in choosing the third answer, you are to be 
complimented on your honesty and forthrightness. Also, hopefully, you will have some 
blue-collar skills, or you will go terribly hungry in looking to land a management job.

One should remember that interviews can be a lot of fun, but only if you have no 
intention of getting the job. To have a chance at being employed you must make yourself 
as miserable as possible.

You might find it more suitable to your personality that you entertain at a Shriners' 
meeting by standing on the podium and playing with your body. However, until Fate lays 
this before you as a valid alternative to the job interview, don't do it unless you 
really want to.... . ..........

DAVE LOCKE o with illustrations by Alexis A. Gilliland

-- This may be youA. greatest challenge yet as a fanedttoA. # This aAticte Is One o^ 
Those, the. kind that fanwaitea and faneditoA alike shivet. about. In the mists 

^anhtstoay thete one tales The Klttea Anticle (no Aes embtence to the ktttea aevtew), 
the slayea o^ fanzines, the oAticte that gets tent out again and again as fanzine afaea 
fanzine, upon aeceiuing tt, ceases publication. # CATBIRD SEAT has killed fanzines tn 
th/tee countries. Waitten tn 1976, acquitting maavelous Alexis Gtllitand Illustrations tn 
1979, this article Is a dragon to the knights o^ general fanzine fandom. # I won’t detail 
the gnuesome history but, Bill, watch out! # This article Is a menace to fanzine fandom. 
You must stop tt with Outworlds, and not let it add your fanzine to Its List o£ victims.

Good tuck, Bttl. You can do It.
s/DAVE LOCKE, 3/16/83



»ww ■ GOWAN I was rather surprised to discover that 
amusing little piece of fiction (or so

I thought) was 1n reality a bit of evangelisation 
aimed at a specific audience. Needless to say I 
scurried back to the original piece so that, I too, 
could be illuminated.

Close persuaT has left me feeling that, perhaps, 
the critics are Jumping at shadows. Certainly there 
1s a familiar context, 1.e. conventions, those who want 
to do their own thing, those who feel it 1s necessary 
to control them, etc., but one finds the same scenario 
1n, say, Auntie Kame. Am I to suppose that Aunte Mame 
is a satire of Mr. rich brown & Mr. Patrick Nielsen 
Hayden? •

Personally, my values are Internalized enough to 
not need to be protected from much of anything except, 
perhaps, interfacing with idealogues.

Meanwhile, I enjoyed Mr. Locke's story Immensely 
and wasn't particularly bothered by either overt or 
covert messages, I can't wait to find out what I 
missed 1n his “The Fan Lobby".

You could have fooled me. 4/13/83
1773 Sirtwui City Ave., Cineimati, OH 45214

Naomi ia a looal fan.
of sorts. Relatively new.,.aha still refcre 

to Dave as Hr. books. She'll loam.

TEW CARR Seems 11k® most of the fanzines t re
ceive these days are filled with comments 

on Standards in fanwriting, either their perniciousness 
or their necessity. I trust that this is simply be
cause a lot of people were thinking of this several 
morths ago when all these letters and fanzines were 
written, and that fanzines to come will go on to other 
topics, because I think most of what can be said about 
Standards has already been said several times over.

A few comments do seem worth making even now, 
though, I don't recall anyone saying we all have to 
write as well as W1 Ills at his best—obviously few or 
none of us can, Willis'included, and I'm sure that if 
I'd believed I had to write only at the highest 
standard I'd never have published a word. What the 
Standards-bearers call for (and I number myself a,mong 
them) 1s for each fanwriter to produce the best writing 
t;eesh can, and the sneers are directed at people who 
are obviously dogging it, usually under the excuse 
"It's just for a fanzine, after a11.“ That doesn'.t 
fit in well with the oft-voiced contention that pro- 
■'esslonal markets are too conservative to allow writers 
to explore their craft thoroughly, and 1n any case it 
doesn't excuse the literary laziness of someone like, 
say, Brian Earl Brown, who misspells even the five- 
dollar words he uses In an effort to be fancy, and far 
too often casts his sentences 1n constructions that 
cause them to say precisely the opposite of what he 
evidently means.

Also, though I agree that any Judgment of a fan
zine should first of all consider what the editor was 
trying.to produce, and then how well the attempt 
succeeded, I certainly don't think that consideration 
of the editor's goals must prelude any judgment of 
the worth of those goals. Remember, some forms of 
writing are just crap no matter how well done—the 
most accomplished follower of John Norman's goals is 
going to produce nothing better than well written junk, 
etc. A while ago my wife Carol and I saw toad Harriot, 
which I despised. "It's nothing more than a demo
lition derby with science fiction trappings," I 
groused. Carol is much store into the craft of movie- 
makingj she said, "But It's so well stone/" "So what? 
Would you consider a movie good if it was the best 
possible example of a snuff movie?"

You may substitute any genre or sub-genre you 
wish In that remark. Would a "perfect"—or as perfect 
as can be-tract on NazHsm be worthy of praise? Or 
the best possible argument for eating tribbles? (Well,

maybe....) How about The Ultimate Ray Cummings Novel? £3
As for what you're doing in Ou^ioa£di currently, 3

I think It's pretty good., 3/33/83 u>

BRIAN EARL BBONH H was quite a surprise to 
receive QuuHsoft^ 31 a while back, 

I really planned to loc it. How could I not comment 
on a fanzine that mentions me In its opening paragraphs 
or has Dave Locke's maliciously fun story. But I 
figured I'd have lots of time to get around to loccing 
since nobody (well almost nobody) publishes that 
frequently anymore. You would have to be one of those 
crazy people who does publish frequently. It does 
look and feel more like XenoiWt than it does out&ioAWa. 
Not just the fuzzy paper but the way you write around 
everything In the Issue. It feels like your -mona!- 
zine more than it does your genzine. But what's in a 
name as someone said.

Patrick Nielsen Hayden means well but his letters 
do seem so irritating. Almost snide. I guess 1t comes 
from trying to be so fucking clever. I don't know 
about rich brown. He seems so Ernest about fandom. He 
wrote an apparently short (for him) letter to Cy 
Chauvin about the naw Sfc&den'a Wm In which he dis
cussed the differences between Sercon fans and fanniah 
fans. Sercon fans, of course, are dull and tedious 
and never write anything that stands the test of time, 
unlike fabulously fannish "fannish fans1’. This was 
all rather surreal because that issue of Stidtn'i P&ui 
was about as fannish as one could get, with articles 
about weird postcards, comic books, and fancy type
writers. rich was so "ernest" about all of this, then 
finished up h1s letter commenting on one of the few 
book reviews Cy did include. Nhat do it mean?

I'm curious about the origins of this grudge rich 
has against you. Since I can't tagine you making an 
effort to do anything, it's hard to imagine that you 
nnee did something naughty to young faneds since that 
Implys be-stirring yourself to some course of action.. 
Unless all you did was nothing when they felt you 
should be doing something. Doing nothing is something 
I can tagine you doing.

Mike Glicksohn Is still writing Iocs...? didn't 
he gafiate or something. I mean he did drop from FAPA. 
You have to be pretty dead to do that. 3/20/83 

20101 H. Chicago, 3201, Detroit, MT 48228 
vavavmwvawmwavAVAvmwwwAWWWAWWAVAV

One "poliey" that XinaUth developed ms that, when at 
a lose for material-—but unwilling to assert the effort 
to write something new—Z would print some of Kj old 
stuff. Hot reprints—but items that had never been 
published.. .usually because they'd never been finished. 
The following was written in 1367, while overseas, and 
despite all the etandarde-tatk, runs unrevioed....



This is, in theory, & fanzine review column. The theoretically has 
been added because an item which purports to be one thing all too 
often turns out to be entirely something else again. Hence, an 
opening disclaimer.

Generalities first; some specifics later on.
What is it that makes a fanzine review column a necessity—and 
apparently, to some, it is—but by the same token lends its perpe
trator toward being viewed in the same light as a leper among fair 
virginal damsels? Is it tradition, force of habit, or simply the 
desire to fill up a few more pages, that leads a fanzine editor to 
entreaty an Outsider to review (sometimes.) competing fanzines with
in the pages of his own publication? Why is it that other than 
Buck Coulson, and a few others such as Ted White and Walt Willis, 
who pop up with decreasing frequency as the years go by...why is it 
with these few exceptions, that most neophyte fanzine reviewists 
rarely last out their first year? The fatality rate is truly 
awe-inspiring!

And just what is a ‘fanzine review column*? Is it merely a 
listing of the Table of Contents, with psrhaps a passing nod to one 
of the ‘Naas' contributors, and all directed at a reader who cer
tainly couldn't care a damn sight less? Or, might they prove to 
be valid—and thus potentially valuable—criticism, of a rather 
unique and intriguing phenomena?

Are ratings—be they numeric, asterisks, or obscenities-essential to communication between the reviewer . 
and those who attempt to glean something from his admittedly biased opinions? Are Coulson-short reviews 
preferable to TBWhite-long critiques? And Is there any benefit, other than that of self-preservation, to be 
gained from operating behind a mask?

Should a reviewer who attempts to approach his thankless task In some seriousness attempt to mention every 
issue of every publication he is fortunate...or unfortunate...enough to receive? Is a fanzine reviewer any 
more except fro® clarity and good taste than a book reviewer such as Judy Merril apparently is? Should cur 
fanzine reviewer attempt objectivity, or dismiss it as a misnomer from the beginning?

These then, are the Questions. Suprisingly enough, I don’t claim to be able to furnish the answers to 
aven nearly all. In this installment, and those which follow, you will find my answers to a few...and perhaps 
we all might gain some little understanding of the remainder along the way.
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Too many months ago, when I first asked Ray Fisher if he might be interested in a fanzine review colas®, and he 
indicated such an interest, I was certain that I had the whole thing perfectly formulated. That was too mny 
months ago. Influenced by the relative success cf the anonymous reviewer who operated in CZndeA a few years 
back, end somewhat fearful that ay natural degree of intimidation might stand in the way of a worthwhile 
column, 1 determined to hide myself behind a mask, and proceeded to swear Ray and Joyce to an oath of secrecy, 
over the corpse of the Pillar of St. louis Fandom.

The azin reason for. all this oath-wearing and such, was that I was then somewhat hung up on the idea of 
being able to review ay own fanzines with some degree of attempted objectivity, and still retain some little 
degree of immunity from retribution by ay surely enraged co-editpra. In other words, I wanted the power and 
the glory...but in safety.

I have since achieved such safety, at least in terms of milage, and perhaps by the time I return some 
seventeen months hence, Mallard!, fivers, and even the Fisher's may have forgiven and forgotten. I hope.

In the meantime, what the Hell! So let's live a wee bit dangerously.
an®

The shielding mask having vanished, let us attempt to examine simultaneously, even if necessarily in terms of 
generality, two fanzines this time—both of which I have had a little personal contact with, but one certainly 
more than the other. Both strangely enough, are represented here by their . 16th issue, but at least one will 
have #17 out by the time you see this.

In many ways, the similiarities outweigh the differences, even tho those most directly concerned with 
these two, might tend to disagree with me. Neither one is a one-man effort—far from it. Odd lists only Ray 
g .Joyce Fisher on the content® page, while GauhittlUU is most often identified with Bill Mallard! and myself, 
although Earl Evers has been a eo-editor for several issues now. But, neither one would be possible, in its 
pwent state > without a silent but ever hardworking staff. These are the ones who perform the shit jobs, who 
come through with material or even encouragement when the going is roughest, and who are In general responsible 
for the fact that, every once in a while, a complete fanzine is somehow assembled, and Issued forth to an 

w expectant fannish world. What intrigues me about these, the nameless and unheralded, is their reasons for 
tn being such, and in many cases their apparent desire to remain such. They're certainly not doing it for the 

egoboo value Inherent in such a function. Whatever these reasons be, I know that PoubZctBX&t would long ago 
ceased without the®, and I’m certain that Odd is in the same position.

A very heartfelt Vote of Thanks to those who do not stand and watch, but definitely do serve.
You know, one. cannot help but to admire and envy those such ds Bill bonaho, Ben Solon, and Pete Weston, 

who produce major genzines virtually single-handed; and the respect accorded Harry Warner, Jr., for having 
through KoAZzonz virtually salavagad the apa-eoncept from degenerating into total chaos is most certainly vast
ly underdone. But the multi-staffed, weighty fanzines...these too have their value; fandom would be consider
ably the poorer were it to lose the likes of

To venture from the sublime to the ridiculous for a moment, fanzines come in every conceivable shape, 
frequency, and state of contentiel matter. But who is to say that one fora is necessarily preferable over 
another? True, the always handy answer of 'personal preference’ could be thrown in here; but it's also a 
matter of personal preference whether you shit or shave, upon first arising.



Sc attempting to review DegZW and in terms of comparison would bo
bo asinine. However, with Odd and teubl&t&M, it just might be possible.

more than ridiculous—it would 2015 g 0u&
aM
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Commercially, the cover of a magazine is designed to attract the potential buyer's eyes enough so that at the 
leaat he'll pick it up and leaf through it. Hist it doesn't always work is another matter, and not always the 
artist's or photographer's fault. However, since all fantines are prepurchased or received through the mails, 
with the sols exceptions of convention distribution or personal visitation...in this light, and by Ron 
Whittington's scheme of logic, fanzine covers are useless (particularly in view of the fact that 99 9% of the 
time they bear absolutely no relation to the interior contents of the fanzine).

A fanzine cover is not required in the same manner a commercial venture needs such a device. Therefore 
while custom dictates some sort of cover for most fansines (other than perhaps newssines and apazines), it is 
by and large solely mere pretension to desired respectability. Fanzine covers are generally useful as a oro- 
tectiou for the interior contents, and by and large that's their only redeeming featw>

Logically.
However, logic is not all things to all men. I happen to like fanzine covers as an institution, and if on 

occasion I look with askance at the practice it's usually more the fault of the fanzine editor by reason of 
inept stencilling or reproduction, than quickly placing the bl time on the fan artist hisself. Although a few 
professional artists contribute to fanzines, I feel sure that most fan mists have had leas fonaal experience 
or education, in ratio, then the average fan writer. And yet, while the competent fan writer competes almost 
equally with the pro writer in the .pages of a fanzine, the competent fan artist yees his published work 
received with a long, loud silence.

Why is this?
As one who has attempted all three endeavors—fan editor, writer, and sometimes artist—but not having 

too many delusions to the overall level of ay output, I should perhaps be able to venture some sort of on 
answer. I wish I could) for then too, I might ba able to define satisfactorily 'science fiction' or ’fandom', 
or whatever. The temptation is very, very strong, but I refuse to fall back on that godsan anachronism, that 
'I don't know if it's Art, but 1 know what I like'. Sorry, but I don't always know what I do like? something 
which I may like very much on first sight falls apart on a second viewing...while southing I pass over 
casually when leafing through the magazine begins to grow on me, until I hems to go back and see what it is 
that has hooked me. And it’s a random process, depending seemingly on sy moods—which are constantly in a 
state of flux—more than anything more tangible. If I were to compare my appreciation of an item of artwork 
with anything else, it would of necessity have to be poetry. Both are a direct appeal at, or on, ay emotions... 
both have an immediacy, an impact, that few prose works other than some of Roger Zelazny's can produce for or' 
to SIS *

I draw abstracts.but desire realism) I write in flowery, maty conuutd sentences, but constantly wish 
for brevity. I guess that it 'tis fate that I am me...rather than being brief and realistic!

To compare the covers of Dave Prosser and Paul Willis is about on the same level as a simultaneous review 
of M28SI0S of oravxw and BMUOi-17. Both covers are, unfortunately, among the lesser efforts of two talented 
artists, but both are still well with the competent stage. Prosser's effort is a 'fun' cover, and is true that 
I specifically asked for some wenches, out. am I alone in desiring a return to the gore and sacriiige of yestar- 
day...perhaps not an enjoyable field, but one in which Dave was undisputed leader? And while Paul's pen-and- 
ink abstracts are well-executed Md pleasing to th® eye, I 'a afraid that I have been spoiled by his ventures 
into scratchboard, a madiain which he has the deadest success.

With all due respect to Mickey Rhodes and again to Paul Willis, the bacovers here represented are nothing 
more than biown-up interior spot-illos...well done, but not apparently enough to hold down a page in its 
entirlty. But then that is a problem which has long plagued »:B. and now apparently Odd has fallen pre/, also.

As far as interior illustrations sr® concerned, in terms of sheer nt®* era and superior reproduction, Odd 
is far In the lead, but the quality of the individual Illustrations fluctuates widely, while the 111 os in 
OoMeit&M appear to retain more or less the same degree of competence throughout the magazine. But the 
mimeographed madia may well have a lot to do with that, what with detail being limited., even with the use of 
electrcstenells. Odd presents the work of 20 artists, while D:B uses that of 11—only three of which... 
Rhodes, Terry Jeeves, and myself... are represented in both magazines. And while Dan Adkins obviously dominates 
this issue of D;B, Odd is co-dosinatad by the works of Jack Gaughan and Mickey Rhodas) although the Individual 
efforts of son® of the less prolific contributors outshine solitary efforts of those two, the overall effect 
must definitely be taken into consideration.

In any event, my choices as the best 5 interior illos In each mg follow:

double >&(££ 16

1, Dan Adkins / pugs 17
2. Alex Eisenstein / page <?
3. Dan. Adkin’s / page 29
4. Bill Bowers / peg® 19
5. George Barr J page 9

Odd 16

• 1. Jack Gaughan / page 36
2. Mickey Rhodes / page 63
3. R.8. Jennings / page 45
4. Jack Gaughan / page 19
5. Chester Melon / page 8 (heading*)

(*Incidently, this brings up the question of 
judging created headings as an art-form, fthile 
the headings of Mickey Rhodes ore coapetent

vWiee Fwa.
W-' »Mum*nay

w/m 
gwe.it* w
yim.



and swaufticMive, they luck th® impact and the obviously intense care and effort behind those o£ Chester. I'm 
not sure'of the actual elapsed time which Chester spends on a heading such as this, but if ay major venture 
into this field is any indication...the heading i’cr Paul Willis' column, which occupied the better part of two 
evenings...it indicates that there ca mors to the production of appealing headings, thanletterlng guides, 
scribbling free-hand, or using press-typo, This is something which I've enjoyed seeing in Odd, and am define 
itely going to try and bring about in Dt8.)

Two minor mentions, before venturing on to another topic, I. J I've enjoyed very much reading the letters 
from Jack Gaughan, which have been appearing In several of the fantines for the past couple of years. While an 
occasional coffiiamication from a pro writer is not the rarest of things, I believe that Gaughan is one of the 
few pro artists to take an active interest in fantines, per se. Certainly ha is the only one at ths present
time. I must confess that I find myself more intrigued by Mr. Gaughan's letters and himself, than a majority
of his published work—but the same holds true of a number of writers, sad so should not bo considered a dis-
paragement. And ?.) ...I would like to voice one minor bitch to Ray Fisher—namely, that the drawing of mine
OB page 57 has been rotated...the ink'spots should be falling off the bottom. Not that it's any Big Thing, but 
you can’t always go by my signature, (sometimes, even ? can't...)

a b d 
...ah, such amwet ...ah, such aaute embaxrctosmsntl

That's all thsw. was. At thio lais date I have no reoolleatlon of why it was nes«r oosBletsd,. .but that's 
probably fast as well.., (both that I have no recollection.. end that It was never aartspletea). In any spent, 
you cat why I am not primarily known today as a fansim reviewer... ' • (
mmmasmoamsBmaasaBSonmsass^g^asnmaBagtms^HgsiragwmK^aaalmMaaBaasMaaasaasraeams
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BILLY RAY WOJF»ARQER' This w Bowers 1s amwlng- 
another Qu/bMAidt already;

perhaps he’ll publish another 19 issues before the 
year Is out. He may even be attending that many con
ventions; you know, science fiction conventions.

Nice loong letter by rich brawn. Good, rich 
always writes well. He's always bean one of my favor
ite fannUh writers. He does have this knack of ‘ 
putting h1s thoughts together so that the stuff flows, 
and I appreciate that,

Ah, there's Harry, I wonder if Harry Warner, Jr. 
has any idea of how many LoCs he’s had published over 
the years; anyway, 1t’s reassuring to so him in print 
again. Imagine...hermits talking about conventions...

It is morning. There’s a kind of convention 
around this Tittle "ferm'Vhwse outside city’s limits. 
It’s the chickens gabbing, telling one another they’ve 
laid an egg. Loretta has maybe 40 of them. Just last 
week she bought a milk goat, Haggle. Then thero’s the 
two sheep-1 want to get rid of. And a few cats. And 
Sara has a new rabbit. And Sara has 5 goldfish. And 
I think that’s It. None for me, no thanks; a writing 
daemon is all that t can handle, t did forget someone, 
Sara’s dog Tandy. And I’ve got books and magazines 
you probably wouldn't want to know the names of.

I think I'm the only sf/fantasy7we1rdhorror fan 
in the whole of Harrisburg, etc., and I don't know if 
I’m complaining or not.

A convention seven days a week.
Tim® after time Catherine has wanted to take a 

closer look at the books upon the shelves 1n the living 
room—there’s a few hundred books there—and I scoop 
her up to bring her closer; invariably she chooses 
Hemingway's ® oaM®fis sea, Michael McDowell’s 
KWI®, and Varley's wtawta. Any moment now we're going 
to have a convention of minds.

ths currtr.t book I'm reading is abainst m mses 
op tsett by Drvtd C.J Smith & Richard L. Tierney. You 
sea, Red Sonja has recovered from ths effects of 
mountain fever, and a sorceress has helped pull her 
strength together, and she's with ’people who want to 
kill Du-juin the evil wizard, and reclaim their-city. 
Red Sonja is passing thru... what's gonna get her??!?

■ 4/29 C 23S61 Coburg Raad, 8 arris burg, OR 97446

LBSUE SAVIS I was rather surprised to receive Out 
iw&U&, since I'm not very well known 

in fannish circles, or at least publishing circles, 
and I didn't think you remembered me from a chance 
meeting in Phoenix, or the 2 Midwestern cons I‘ve 
managed to attend over the years. Hot being familiar 
with your fanzines poses some problem; reading Ou.- 
mAZd* 31 was like being on the outside of an 1njoke< 
I found it vary hard to make sense cut of what yeti 
were trying to say. I might as wall go all the way 
and admit I’ve never heard of Davs Locke.

Your “Handy-bandy Guide for Picking up Women at 
Science Fiction Conventions'4 was Interesting. I 
currently am & member of a singles ski club in Rich- 
mond and have learned that there are 2 kinds of people; 
the ones who are my friends and the people 1 associate 
w1th/1ook for at parties and the ones who crawl oat of 
the woodwork for ths parties. Of the latter I am 
constantly trying to avoid. The cocktail party atmo- 
sphers is conducive to working on opening lines to 
talk to people you think look Interesting and would 
like to meat. Unfortunately, a11 the bad old Unes 
also surface In this situation, as well as round 2 of 
"Boys only want one thing". It's nice to know men 
haven't changed while I was in the process of getting 
older. 8/19/83

.«O9ox 5057, Ft. tee, KA 23801

...making up ths initial mailing list for thio inoar- 
nation of ou^wt&tU tsonsisi&d of listing old friends, 
a few people I felt I "'Mad" it to...and going through 
the lettereola of the few fanttinea I still get...which 
is whs. I found your address. (At a guess, in BPI... 
but I don't rerwAer now.) And I'm also sending/ 
giving it to a fair number of people I know through 
oonventions.people who'vs had little ar no preview 
familiarity with fansinoe. It was all speculation and 
whim.. .and a shako-out process is underway, as I drop 
those who haven't responded... and -add new rustes. At a 
guess, lose than a third of those getting this issue 
were getting OH regularly when OH 28/22 was published, 
and with ths eireutation totder 200, rather than around 
a ^ovsand...T'm not 'tka owe who hw Changed...

...and, yes, I rsnst^sred you front Phosntr. He 
fust sometimes eesm to 'run' in different airolee...



FAMOUS CINCINNATI FANS 
(#1, in a possible Series)

Bm Gwst of Howr

“B.C. ...MORE THAN A COMIC STRIP*

... If it weren't punishment enough that I have been sen
tenced to "introducing” Ro Lutx-Hagey every January for the remain
der of jay,life, it now seems that I have "volunteered" to write 
half of the introductory material for this confusion's Fan Guest 
of Honor. Ordinarily, I would .be reluctant to share this honor, 
but in this case sheer survival dictates a Solomonic splitting 
of the task: Obviously to do justice to a fan of Bill Cavin's sta
ture requires an epic of greater proportions than the wst proli
fic writer's life-work.

Even Mike Resnick’s.
So 1 shall provide you the true account of how a boy fro® 

the Midwest outgrew (literally) his xoo£s in Trenton, Ohio, to 
become the Dictator of the Legendary Cincinnati Fantasy Group... 
all while attempting to become a Howard DeVore of his generation.

Mike will follow with a thoroughly fictionalized novelette 
cf Cavin's meteoric rise fro® hauling ice (as well as herding 
George Wagner's sheep) __ to his GoSship at this esteemed conven
tion. (A position, I might add, that was previously unsullied— 
at least not since the peak in 1976.)



...as for Kty part., veil, at first impulse I was simply going 
to recycle the intro I. did for Randy Bathurst at a Marccn umpteen 
years ago. After all, nobody would remember that one...and this 
new subject is equally deserving of the widescreen treatment.
And you probably would have bought it. All-but fox one glaring 

i difference between Handy and Bill: Cavin can’t draw.
■ ...not even to an inside straight, the way I hear it.

And that is the sum total of ray poker parlance. (You’ll find 
me playing Euchre__ with the poker widows.) Bill has the termin
ology down pat, but after recent Octocon and Conclave losses, one 
has to wonder if the hitchies have worn off that marked deck he 
purchased fro® Roger Reynolds at Spacecon.

So I suggested to Bill that he acquire a new deck. He thought 
this a nifty idea, and rushed right- out and purchased a new one 
with his American Express card. The markings on this deck are 
in Seta-format..-and we’re all having a lot of fun fleecing the 
networks with. it. ;

; Just kidding. Of course. After all, Cavin is not a ran with-
• out his convictions. Why, X reiaeaber the time (on the way to The 
j Last PgHlange) when I had to accompany him to the Pittsburgh pol- 
; ice station. I*® sorry, but X am not at liberty to divulge the 
* details. However I can assure you that it was not a minor misde- 

meaner. (That, rumor has, is ray racket.)
-Speaking of rackets...
I just read the contract for the new Octocon hotel and not

iced that, in addition to other goodies, we were getting an extra 
sleeping room. Knowing that Bill plays poker all night arid doesn’t 
sleep around at conventions, I innocently inquired as to the ul
timate disposal of this gratuity from the hotel. •

"Oh, I thought I’d take it for myself," he said casually.
Visions of having to pay for my own room once again next 

October dancing, I sputtered: "...but Lou would never have done 
anything that.selfish)“

"I’m not Lou,” Cavin said blandly.
This is true. Other than the obvious difference—Cavin doesn’t 

have white hair—Lou was very generous. Cavin gives the appear
ance of generowsity, and many of us have fallen, for that routine. 
Until we’ve approached his huckster’s table)

You’d think with the prices Bill charges for the books that 
Resnick gives him for free...he’d be able to afford a rocs, if 
salt a suite, to hold his poker games in. But no, even now Cavin 
invariably sleeps in his car at conventions. A few of us used 
to let him crash in our rooms... at least until one by one we dis
covered that he has a particularly perverse nocturnal habit: he 
plays solitaire in his sleep.



Another reason Bill sleeps in his car these days, is that 
when one offers him crash space, one deprives two or three other 
fans of sleeping accomodations.*

When I first set Bill, six or seven years ago, he was a svelte 
260. Despite the fact that in the interim his weight has soared 
to a three followed by several digits, I have yet to find him at- 
tempting other than a verbal diet.

I’ve done my best; Every time I’m down at his apartment, I 
help myself to a piece (or, if I have a couple of hours, two) of 
his pizza. I thought I was making ground until recently: He's 
taken to ordering two large pizzas when he knows 2’11 be there.

Despite the good-natured, and true, barbs...Bill Cavin is 
a very special friend. If a bit dense.

A while back he called me and said that he had to talk to 
someone. '

50 I trundled down the seven-tenths of a mile, and was greet
ed with the following: ” Leah just called and asked ae to be Fan 
Guest of Honor at Confusion, I told her that I’d have to think 
about it.”

"You fool!" I said, less than patiently, "I've bean Fan Guest 
of Honor at both a ConFusion and a Jforldccn. The Ann Arbor people 
treated me best. Take the money and run..."

I was fairly pleased with myself until X found out that when 
Bill called Leah to to her he’d accepted.. .he also asked if it 
was okay for him to huckster at the convention.

Despite this naive tendency toward sheer greed,’ Bill Cavin 
is probably the best loved fan around Ohio. With
in the confines of Cincinnati — this- being'a seperate city-state 
— it's a bit different,. but we with him.

And now, I’m afraid, you're going to have to do likewise.
’ -- Bill Bowers

♦ A particularly vile camard, in that Bill generously offered me 
crash space in his room at this convention. But an irresistible one

JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM

The Confusion Committee decided that Bin Cavin has accran- 
plished so much and has been around so long that it would take 
not one but two biographers to do hiss Justice. Leaving aside 
for the moment the question of wether it’s really justice that 
he needs — as opposed to, say, mercy — they decreed that 
Bill Bowers and I should each tell you half of the Bill Cavin 
story. We flipped a coin, and I got to tell you about Cavin 
from the waist down.



My s n -j 11 a 1 reaction upon finding out that I had to talk about 
any portion of Bill Cavin at all was “(expletive deleted)!", which 
left only 499 words to go. Then I got to thinking about it, and 
I realized that Bowers, who is as untrustworthy as most slender 
guys with too much hair, would probably tell you nothing but Ires 
about Cavin. It would therefore be left to a loyal and decent 
fellow like myself (you can te..l by the Waistline of Nonaggression 
and the Bald Spot of Maturity) to set the record straight. This 
I shall now proceed to do.

What is Bill Bowers likely to tell .you?
THAT CAVIN CHEATS AT POKER. A vicious lie — and besides, 

even if he does, it hasn't helped him yet.
THAT CAVIN IS WITHOUT CONVICTIONS. Well, yes — but that’s 

harder than you might think, especially in the light of his num
erous arrests on morals charges.

THAT CAVIN HAS ABUSED HIS POSITION AS GOD-EMPEROR OF THE CIN
CINNATI FANTASY GROUP, AMD DEPOSITED ITS FUNDS IN HIS OWN SECRET 
SWISS BANK ACCOUNT. ■ Total hogwash. Cavin can't read Swiss. The 
last I heard, the money was in a Mexican bank. {He can't read 
Spanish either, but that's hardly my problem.)

THAT CAVIN HAS THE HIGHEST-PRICED TABLE IN THE HUCKSTERS' ROOM. 
I used to think so, too, but a careful study of'records shows that 
he pays $15 for it, just like all the other hucksters. (Having 
tiie highest-priced goods is another matter altogether.)

THAT CAVIN FREQUENTLY SLEEPS IN HIS CAR AT CCH9VENTIONS SO ’ 
HE CAN HAVE .MORE MONEY FOR POKER. Another vile canard. Anyone 
rfho has ever tried to sit in Cavin's Honda without swallowing his 
knees knows that you can't sleep in the damned thing. What, he 
does do in the middle of the night is sit there and twitch uncom
fortably while 'waiting for some unsuspecting neofan with money 
to follow the trail of playing cards he has laid out from the con 
suite to the parking lot.

THAT CAVIN HAS NEVER GONE ON A DIET. Wrong, wrong, wrong) 
n 1977, Cavin and I embarked on a series of diets together — 
■e are currently on our 27to -- and between us have lost some 3,219 
sounds, a figure which certainly constitutes a record for peace
time tonnage. Bowers is just jealous because we’ve never asked 
him to join us.

THAT CAVIN IS THE BEST-LOVED FAN IN OHIO. Wrong again,Bowers. 
Cavin is the best-loved fan in America. Especially when he sits 
town at the poker table -- but even (I grudgingly admit) when he 
doesn * t ■

(Okay, Cavin — I wrote that last paragraph word-for-word 
toe way you dictated it. Now what about that date with C.J. 
Chersyh that you promised me in exchange-for it?)

----Mike Resnick

Reprinted from the CONFUSION 101 PROGRAM BOOK 
Copyright (c) 1983 by ASPS, Inc.



MADE IN MEDURIM

Neal Wilgue

There was a young maid of Medurlm 
who could tie down loose ends and secure 'am.

Men her bottom could peddle 
or ride In her saddle — 

she could do everything but Insure 'em.

Her name was Luu and her body 
was sexy and her costumes were gaudy.

A lady of ease 
she knew how to please 

and so her behavior was bawdy.

Mow Luu had a mind of her own 
and a will that was solid as stone.

She lived In the Teeming 
and was constantly scheming 

on how to take over the Throne.

And Luu was a dealer in dope 
which 1s why she could rarely say nope.

A11 Old High Medurim 
smoked chrome of mecurm 

and never had reason to mope,

A Prince who was friendly with Luu 
spent some time in her rooms it Is true. 

He'd wined her and'dinned her 
and now he reclined her 

for they were both.hot for a screw.

They both were as high as a kite
and the Prince kept It up the whole night.

With the coming of dawn 
they once more got it on — 

he was big and she was just right;

How the Prince was a man of great power 
who thought of sweet Luu as his flower..

But she was still scheming 
to get out of Teeming, 

escape from her un-Ivory Tower.

And although the Prince was a sinner 
at magick he was just a beginner.

But Luu cast a spell 
while he drank at her well 

and she trapped him there while he was in her.

So the Prince was not only a knave, 
he now became Luu’s faithful slave.

He became her escort 
at the Emperor's court 

and taught her just how to behave.

And in court Luu now found a place 
where they welcomed a pretty new face 

as well as a body 
that might well be naughty 

and add some new spice to the chase.

How when Luu caught the Emperor’s eye 
and heard him breath out a hot sigh 

she looked in his eyes, 
undulated her thighs 

and saw something rise 'neath his fly.

So the Emperor emptied the court 
and asked pretty Luu for support. 

With his hand on her knee 
he proceeded to plea 

for some friendly competitive sport.

Then Luu turned the Emperor on 
when he found that her panties were gone.

She gave him a jolt 
like a kick from a colt 

and they smoked chrome mecurm till dawn

Mow the Emperor was short, gross and fat 
and his wife was a mean pussy cat.

So wifey was scheming 
while the gal from the Teeming 

showed the Emperor where It was at.

Soon the. Emperor was under Luu’s spell — 
she was good and she did her work well.

Even though he was gross 
she would give a good dose 

of the magick she came here to sell,

But the Empress was watching unseen 
and took notes on the whole raucous scene.

When th# pair was done screwing 
she'd be their undoing —

get rid of the King and become Queen.

Mow the Empress made her move with a knife 
sift a throat and disposed of a life.

The Emperor heard Hell Call
and went to meet Bel Bad1 

with the kindest regards of his wife.

And Luu was quite startled to find 
that the Empress had her next in mind.

Luu was covered with blood 
of the fat royal dud. , 

to whom she had tried to ba kind.

But just as the Empress struck
Luu was saved by the sheerest of luck.

For the Prince was a sneak 
who had taken a peek 

just to see how the Emperor could fuck.

So the Prince knocked the Empress cold 
and Luu made a move that was bold. 

She found that the Prince 
wasn't hard to convince

to they quickly moved tn and took hold.

Now that modest young maid of Medurim 
does more than sell chrome of mecurm.

A11 Medurim is screaming 
how the gal from the Teeming

is the Empress at last who'11 secure 'em.,

IvXtgiM

.. .boing a *iismMpia* epinofi from the 
8-volum<» WAX or JCWKBB "aerie** by Bab 
ViuedtMUi u>d Vie Silaa...



HARRY WARNER/ JR. As usual, I’m very lata with my 
comments on Ju&m&ia. You’ve 

heard all the old excuses and since retirements I've 
Indulged tn the luxury of not trying tp think up naw 
excuses. It's hard work, the task of Inventing a brand 
new excuse for lateness with Iocs. What 1s retirement 
If not freedom from work? There Is something wrong 
with that tentative start on a syllogism but 1t would 
taka a lot of labor to find the basic flaw and 1 re
fuse to Indulge 1n anything that resembles ...well, you 
get the basic Idea.

I think I can better your 19-year-old grudge by 
one, possibly two years. I got angry with most of 
FAM's membership when the organisation dropped Ed 
Martin from Its roster on trumped-up charges of pass
ing off original material as reprint. That happened 
in. either 1962 or 1963, I'm pretty sure, since I seem 
to remember simmering over the matter while recuperat
ing from my broken acetabulum, since the Illegal ex
pulsion, I've been demonstrating my continued grudge- 
holding by Including tn each FAM mall Ing some re
printed material by Martin, sometimes only a paragraph 
or two, sometimes a couple of pages. I haven't missed 
a mailing in this display of peevishness for two 
decades or a trifle longer. I wanted, you see, to 
Inflict on FAPA Martin reprints If the organisation 
kicked him out on the spurious allegation that mater
ial in his last FAPA publication was reprinted.

(I suspect, Harry, that you have the reasons for the 
eapuMan~~in that second Bentenae-^tranapoead. I 
should have written you when I got your loo to clarify 
the miter. The reason that I didn 't get around to 
doing so is that, aven though I'm not retired.. .I'm 
practicing... 1

But I've been wondering if some of my grudges go 
even further back, and how much these irrational pre
judices based on trivial long-ago episodes afflict my 
rational Judgments today. It would also be nice to 
know if other fans suffer from similar failings. A 
while back I read a collection of Cyril Kornbluth'® 
shorter fiction, some of which I'd read upon original 
publication many years ago, other portions of which 
ware new to me. Then I mentioned In a loc on a fan
zine that some of its- fiction was at least as good as 
perhaps half of the stories, in that Kornbluth collec- 

J2 tion, particularly the short stories he contributed 
to the first Issues of'Wollheim's first shoestring 
prozines. My intended point to that comment was the 
possibility that some of the fans writing fiction for 

5 this fanzine might eventually be earning money and 
§ celebrity from their stories as Kornbluth had done. 
Is But the next morning I almost didn't mail the loc be- 
o cause I started to wonder if I would have made such a 
_ comparison 1f Cyril hadn't published a very nasty and 
u uncalled for little poem about me when I'd been in 

fandom only a few months.' His poem was accurate In a 
o sense because I was making the stupid mistakes that 
~ most neofans commit. But it hurt because he hadn't 

done the same thing for many other neofans of that 
period. I may have benefited from Cyril's poem because 
I tried hard to prove him wrong.and eventually I 
thought I lost the bitterness it caused me to feel 
toward him. But more than forty years later, 1 keep 
wandering if my trauma from the little fanzine poem 
ever did heal, and 1f I would consider those earliest 
prozine appearances by Kornbluth as clear evidence of 
budding genius, little gems in the rough, If ha hadn't 
yielded to whatever impulse caused him to write a poem 
about me.

Dave Locke's idaa about « fan lobby 1n Washington 
1s a good one. 1 can think of some other things the . 
lobbyists could do. They might try to establish a 
federal appropriation for the benefit of abused fans. 
Down through the years, there has been a grim record 
of persistent abuse of fans by their automobiles. 
Fans have bean stranded in the wilderness by motor 
vehicles that have refused to carry them further, they 
have been Injured by autos which didn't exercise common 
courtesy and get out of the* path of .other'motor 
vehicles, they have been forced to spend much money 
they can't afford because their autos suddenly comp up 
with an imperious whim to have their old transmission 
or valves replaced by fashionable new ones. I'm sure a 
lot of.fans have been too ashamed and degraded by the 
treatment they've received at their autos' hands to 
admit publicly instances of abuse by motor vehicle. 
Money can't compensate adequately for mental suffering 
but 1t would come in handy for the fans who have been 
most abused by vehicles.

I don't suppose Dave envisioned anything in his 
lobbying proposal that would be so extensive that It 
could engage 1n negotiations between great and Inimical 
powers. But just think of the possibilities if a fan 
lobbyist group became powerful enough to do such 
things. For instance, negotiations might start with a 
propposal that if They will stop carrying weapons to 
cons, We will declare an immediate moratorium on fen
zine articles about the effects of Seventh Fandom on 
today's fanzines. A tentative peace pact might in
volve such things as a mutual agreement: If They will 
never again write or pronounce the words sei fl, We 
will expunge from our vocabulary both putrid and 
trekkies.

Mercy, here's Billy Rae Wolfenberger who rarely 
foes7out tn the avening any more at the age of forty, 
t makes me feel a trifle less eccentric for my 

behavior since retirement. I've come dose to turning 
into the hermit Which fannlah lorn has credited me 
with being a11 those years when I-wais.no such thing. 
I haven't even gone to a concert since retiring or to 
a movie. And I aven have my card which officially 
confers on me the status of a senior citizen entitled 
to such benefits as admission to two local theaters 
for the price of a child's ticket. s/4/83

423 Summit Avenue, 'Hagerstown, MP 21740

...did I tall you how, only a oouple of weeks ago, 
on a Friday evening on my way to Toronto for the 
Manorial Dag weekend parties, my oar died--on a full 
tank of gas, and only three days after a complete 
tuna-up--before getting past the Cincinnati city 
Unfits., .arid I had to run aoroea it lanes of inters 
state rush hour traffto to gat to a phone to call AAAt 
.. .or that the hotel I called from was the Holiday Im 
where Midwestoon was held until three years agol 

gee, I could have sworn I told you all about it. 
Or, did I tell you how, a aouple of hours later, 

when we had established that the ear would run, and I 
was trying to simply armuniaate to ths Toronto~fans 
that I would be a bit later than planned... that Hager 
Refolds kept hanging up on my expensive credit-card 
long distance oalle.. .and kept bussing the door 
release mechanism to let me into Doris' apartment 
complete... SOO miles from Where I was... 7

I know I told everyone about that one...I

wais.no


That reminds me that yet another continuing 
tradition in th* payee of AemWth was ths epic tales 
of ths adventures of a dirty green 1978 Mustang IX. 
I guess X awe you an update. I got rid of it last 
November. It had over 196,309 mHes-all but 3000 
mine**an it, and was still running when I sold it to 
a guy who was going to 'fi^ii^up-md*maiks*eome* 
money~o ff*it'. So aura did fits it...it hasn't run 
since a week after he drove it May...

My "new car" is stuff of which famish legends 
can, and Mill, be mads. A 1978 Buick Century, Lou. 
Tabakov bought it new. After Lou died, Dave Lodke 
Jackie Causgrove had it for a year or so, before 
Belling it to me.

I>? that oar, X took a 16-hour trip to Dunaoon 
'79, with Lou Tabakov and Susi Sts fl talking to eatA 
other. ...and a return 16-hour plus infinity trip 
with Dau Tabakov and Susi Sts fl not talking to eaoh 
other.

Someday the story will be told,..
(Attention, Hike GHoksohn 4 ethers; None of the 

above should be construed. as indicating that I want 
to hear that damn 1881 Maroon "tire story" again...)

everyone...let's play "Who Can Bold a 
Grudge The Longest..."

(Buck Coulson A Tad White may sit this on* out.) 
Seriously, rich sesme to have opened something up 

here...
I really only vaguely recall what risk was prab* 

ably referring to...; I think at the time 1 took the 
term "all*for*alZ~ trade" seriously, and several fans 
were publishing special iseuse (but sequentially * 
nwribmdl for the Shaw fund.. .which would be available 
for cash only... So I out 'em off the brads list.,. 
Something like that, right, rich?

Sot that I'm opposed to paying for famines... 
Bor over twenty years, when they weren't available 
otherwise, I've been paying for at least one famine. 
Currently, it 'e Kite. 778. (The CBC has stub subs to 
SKhMni&tt 8 Loan...so I don't have to.)

If I want something and it's not available by the 
"usual", I'm not particularly put out by having to pay 
for it... though eaanoteCee do force some dooi»ian*Mking. 
I figure I set the rules for the availability of what 
I do...and others are certainly entitled to do likewise.

(That's one reason I don't list "trade" as one of 
the options for getting OH... I do trade with some 
others.. .but have ho great interest in much of what is 
being presently published, and so don't wish to feel 
obligated to send what I do in return.)

...and I've always thought that those who brag 
that they 'vs never paid for a fanzine... .because it's 
'un famish '...are total cheap assholes...

On*f.

tfH tfAimi ...I forgot what I was going to say, but 
then, this, issue has had that effect 

over the past several days. It was like walking Into 
a hall-full of trick mirrors: you knew you'd come-ln 
through a door, and you knew there must be a way out 
eventually but just for now, you let the confusion and 
shattered light build Itself around you while yw try 
to understand what was going on. In short, a very 
complex!sh ish.

The JDH quote"is dead accurate; I Just passed my 
Szero birthday. Makes you think.

You seem to be in communication with A/andy 
0/offutt, do you think...hmm...that he would be will
ing to te11 you the names of all the erotic books he 
wrote? Since I first read one of his books (swt xs 
live...) ten years ago, I've, been collecting everything 
I could. Hot always with pleasure sot®,
aMACfic ssdECts—I thought 'bomb' and 'reject' very 
apposite words) but most often with extraordinary en
joyment, I have never seen any of Ms erotic books, 
and would at least like to know haw many I'm missing.
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I like your quote (page 3)—11 fe Is nothing if 
it doesn't involve creating beauty; if a magazine 
ever accepts my story, "A-Minstrel‘s Song", you can 
read the ultimata such endeavour. Pead William 
Morris, he's the only writer who case consistently 
dose, though Edmund Cooper (esp. cwuo walkksi), 
Donald Barr (svace seiawoks) & Patricia Mcklllip 
(rosorMH beasts or szs) - are carrying on the torch/ 
touch.

What do you mean, disjointed? This is how I 
talk...

.Reading Dave Locke's piece (first time I've ever 
heard even a backhand remark against Jessica aMANda 
Salmonson—1f 1t had been her collected thoughts, it 
would have been a shorter remark) I am reminded of the 
phantom issue of ASF. Now I understand that a fan 
wrote in and criticised an ASF issue one year ahead; 
from which idea grew RAM's flawed story "Gulf". Does 
anyone know what that Utter .said—and is there any 
chance of someone reprinting it?

I see we differ very much in temperament and out
look—at least judging by this small revelation of 
autobiography. I have never liked the word 'Uva' as 
an Instantly comprehensible term. "Everyone knows 
what love Is." Rubbish, the controversy over whether 
thq red I see is the rad you see has nothing on the 
interpretation of that word 'levs'! Modern romantic 
dissatisfaction in relationships (George 0 Smith—to 
digress—in Ms lovely raw r predicted that teen
agers and others combine and dissolve relationships 
almost exactly in radiation decay exactness and • 
quantity; not something you can deny is it?) stems 
from two main areas: 'ft Isn't 11k« the movies or the 
magazines', and so it Can't Be Love, and 'She doesn't 
love me the way I deserve to be loved1, and so This 
Can't Be Love Either. For the most part, love is a 
game you agree on and those who are susceptible to 
outside Influences—actors and actresses in TV soap 
operas and films—tend to shift the rules to suit 
their renewed personality, thus ending real relation
ships.

Me? I've been 'in love' twice that 1 know of; 
neither time was the feeling returned, so I ain't sure 
I can cal! it love.

I suspect I will never be a real faan (correct?). 
I've been recoiving/loccing/contributihg to fanzines, 
American and British, for almost ten years. I still 
don't understand most of ths terms used, and reslutely 
maintain that I am part of this network of communica
tion because w are all interested in sf. I couldn't 
afford to produce my own fanzine even if I wanted to, 
and I'm not sure I have the interests outside SF to 
produce an Interesting one anyway. What Z'd want to 
talk about is recent SF—er SF I have reread/rsdia- 
covered/^ne off. Why solo reads as it was written, 
two pages a day and a weekend off; how annoyed I am 
at my younger self for collecting Asimov when h1a un
changed style in KKMDmoM'B ebgs proves none of his 
characters move'or react, they Mt around talking 
while he shifts the galactic scenery around them; why 
Donald Barr's rumet ib w®5 although politically, 
socially and economically speculative as well as 
romantic, has been systematically ignored—like his 
first—by most critics; ...I could writs about that, 
but I find myself interested (when reading fanzines) 
tn speculation on whether the divorce and remarriage 
rate in SF parallels, exceeds or undercuts the rates 
outside SF, or why two prolific authors have started 
to write 'upbeat' stories after their respective 
divorces... In fact,.virtually anything that touches 
or smacks of SF is of interest to ms. whan will 
LeGuin return to fiction writing without polemic 
underpinning; why haven't the feminists been fought 
more solidly, and why was hcomcn hovstok given an 
award? Is it true about who you know?

When Dave Locke goes "Baektalking the Book", 
8P»CT rba.a?xoks by Barr, he should, have mentioned that



Craig was carrying « torch tn Ms crotch at the tta»» 
’his Is fchwh as ’throwing th© light on a subject' or 
w« 'Kaktog light of * subject’. It also adds a new 
meaning to ’carrying a torch for her...'

rich brown is correct about; a) not holding a 
grudge tithe antici nation and regret, a foolish 
pastime) (and wasted time); b) that objective stan
dards just don't exist. An author seem to be worthy 
to the extant Mr personality (as revealed in fiction) 
mirror!; society’s preoccupations of the time. It is 
not, for example, enough for a writer to ba prolific, 
Mr subject matter must be such (and so ambiguous) 
that it can be read as applicable to modern day life. 
(Panshin, I recall, said that his rite qv WH&W3& was 
interested differently depending on which year he 
submitted it.

Personally, I tend to read fansines as If they 
were extended letters to me. This doesn’t always work 
(I have no friend who’s enemy enough to include an 
interview with Barry Malzberg or Joanna Russ in a 
personal letter, though fanrtoes have...) but it is 
often the standard by which I judge 'zines. I admire 
erudite comment, I admire clear writing, clear think
ing, and humour (very few attributes of which I 
possess). I have no idea what a ‘perfect fanzine’ is 
and so can't judge 'sines relative to it. Which is 
what a lot of fan critics see® to be doing when they 
compare modern fanMnes with older ones; fanzines are 
of their time because fans are. (Strangely I have the 
opposite view.when reading fiction; when I criticise 
a book for small faults, ft is with the underlying 
background that The Book Is Sood But Isn't Perfect Be
cause Of These Bad Bits. Of course, this does tend to 
echo quite a few other critics who can spot what's 
'wrong' with a book much better than describing what's 
'right* with it.)

I can't attend Conventions—especially abroad— 
but I do find reading about them interesting. The 
pity is that too often con-writers assume the reader 
has access to other con reports and delight in offhand 
remarks about people, places and events that are 
supposed to sunburst in full detail in the reader's 
mind, but to me just murmur at the further side of the- 
foggy barrier that is both the Atlantic and the fannish 
reticence about exactness.

All in all, I found Ou&xvttdt interesting (so 
interesting I had to look up 'eclectic' which is one of 
those words I keep meaning to get the definition of, ' 
but always forget until now)(‘choosing the best of 
everything'; from the Greek). You're right, It doe® 
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describe your fantint. I also enjoyed it—recursive 
as It was.

13 years, and 31/32 Issues, It was 1970 and you 
were twenty seven years old. Flower power was waning 
and the Vietnam situation had gone too far. and people 
were realising it, Mxon wes to smiling charge. How, 
it 8 J®*; Looking back (and to echo my own recent 
thoughts): what do you think of the younger you?

5/y/M a 2 Coygrtne Close, te&tlak Hills, 
mddiesbrough, ci&voi&nc ts3 %bp, saci^m

...boring, inhibited...and bitter.
flip, but mswraie rawr to an intriguing 

question.. .yet T have answsavd it, and will answer it 
...tn everything X'vs written over the past deaai.., 
or wiIt write tomorrow....

I do strenuously dissgsw with your assessment of 
'antiatpatim and regnt' as being foolish pastimes 
and wasted time...

Without anticipation, t^hat is there to Zook for
ward to... and without regret, how seen we learn from 
past mistakes and ungrasped opportunities.

But, whether you are a 'fam * or not, X enjoyed 
your letter and hops you 'll write again...

You give good hoi}.
fewe*«®«aa»a»taeee»»••••••«
A Belated Aside to Harry Warneri There's simply no 
way that X would be party to tsspunging the word 
"putrid" from the fannLeh lesdoon as long as Bill 
>hrks is still around... (Cheap~Beoterio~Shotf) 
••••••••©••••••••••••••••a* 

...and now, the one everyone's been anticipating i

LEAH A ZEL® Recently you warned me that you were 
planning the next OW/XenoXwt fo”

Mldwestcon, and if I was going to Bo Something, I had 
better do ft soon. But what can I say? A lot ha* 
happened since you first wrote the major piece of this 
issue for a fanzine that is considerably less close to 
reality now then it was then. The answers I procras
tinated about giving you then probably don't fit so 
well anymore.

Or maybe they do. Or mayb® I can come up with 
some different ones. We'll see.

We'll dismiss ths question of whether or not it 
is advisable to base one's lifestyle on the philosophy 
of a socially-backward 16-year-old, and just go 
straight to the three lessons.

You didn't touch at all on the effect Lesson #3 
has on Lesson #1, and that's highly Important, I 
thought it was, even back then. And even back then, 
there was a corollary—® You can only be in love with 
one person at a time.1*

And if you remen&er that, then you'll see that 
perhaps I haven’t modified my own interpretation much 
at all.

As for Lesson #2, you left out an important word, 
"chronological". Childish behavior (or pubescent 
behavior) is the same, at n© matter what age. And 1 
haven’t ever had much patience with ft.

I've taken a certain amount of ribbing since this 
fanzine came out, in ths nature of people who write 
fanzines about you®, s© if you're going to go around 
spouting the Zen According to Leah Zeldas, at least 
you ought to get it right.

It seems to me that a large measure of our "d1s- 
agreswnt1" hasn't to do with these "basic tenets", but 
Instead with how one should act upon them.

"...She was not ashamed to be associated with me 
(even if she wouldn't use ^y name in con reports)" (I 
wonder how many people realize how esoteric that com
ment really is?) K,..nor was she afraid to demonstrate 
public effect!on."

If you will permit me, I will introduce a fourth 
lesson: There is a distinct difference between public 
affection and public sex.

Obligatory Background Info Concerning the Letter



So It has always been completely natural to o to Str!^HTt!«wn".tpwp1eJ car® about- Touching iF 
nice and friendly and a good Way to say, "I Hks you “ And I always did 1t without thinking until peopled the 
you began warning me that Innocent hugs could be mis- 
interpreted.

And by the time I fell 1n love and began a 
awns^mous relationship, I had learned that lesson 
rather w11.
. j and kissing (even french kissing) and
hand-holding and backrubbing (to a certain extent) are 
one thing, and breast-rubbing and arm-sucking and 
crotch-grabbing are another,

I honestly don't care who's doing what with whom 
as long as they're doing it behind closed doors and I 
^«Lh!!e t0 IJ 1s •*rhs’’s prudish of me, but 
I find it very difficult to carry on a conversation 

sein8!?e e1se 15 sucHf,9 Ms arm. 
And I find 1t disconcerting to watch two woman greet 
each other by thrusting their hands up each other's 
SnlFtS.
. . I® S'1® 1s^ust TOt appropriate public 
behavior. The participants are certainly entitled to 
their group gropes, if that's what they're into, but 
why can't they do it in private?

"It's a little different when you live alone... 
whan conventions comprise your primary social inter
action. Well, I guess 1'11 be finding out about 
thisj now.

But I expect 1'11 still be accessible to my 
friends, even if any person I become "involved with 
Hn?! ?r away^, 1 w#s b«^’‘6' And even if I 
can't do everything the way I did five or six years 
ago, I doubt some things will change. My friends are 
important to me.

We shall see.
In any case, I'm enjoying conventions better 

these days. I can't point to any specific reasons 
T2 but LX solng to) but 1 suspect 

? J1* 1s that *® a11 ft‘v« our on and'off periods, 
and when I was using you as a sounding board to kvetch 
to, I was definitely off.

(Sy the way, I’m not, and never have been 
wnosynow.'' That only has to do with having one

with
Anyway, despite the fact that t may not agree 
all of It, I’m touched and flattered by this 

article. *
And I still love you too! 5/24/S3

616 Congrews 84f Igeilanti, m 49X97

the rwodsow sort
So oomants...no retorts, w Beaond-^uasaina—ue'll let 
the raadsTs sort it out...and m"U aaoh go our am um 
—but stull remain fFtandst for a long tlans to oans... 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 
I AXao Have Hew/ Faom: m txxumi brad w. sosseju 
WM WILG03; JOAN B.*rgR, DOOMS WISBJrtPj ALEXIS A. ' 
GILLILAND, and JO® not Vju. Yet.
M + f 4 4 4 4 M 4 4 t f t + 1 4 4 f t H 4 i 4 4 
4444444 + 444 4 4 444 + 4444444444 
ART CREDITS 1 Cover by BCNBM. BRAD w. tOSVBt^SOOBi AL 
B2BOIB-2OJ3, 20341 BILL SOTSUR-SOId, 3018. Allot 
■ths reuainSer are by ALEXIS A. GILLILAND. who »m be 
undoubtedly au^isad to see all this recent work...

Thanks to daakie Cauagrove 4 Pay® XacAe—without 
man thia issue wn't ba out. If it inn ‘t...

The year was 1964 and four intrepid lads were crammed 
into a Valiant on the way to Paciflcon II: myself, Bill 
Mallard!, Alex Eisenstein, and..., I sawDurk J Pearson 
on the Larry King tv show last Sunday. And they call 
me a 40-year-old-hipple..,!

... 'tit the next -time.,., Mil—6/22/03*2142 a.h.

^g’r Arnolds published an issue of his 
th0 for!a oi ™s Fuim Foauz mit of lists 

mi' aad within * +«!«+,
!^4^L8^‘r'VT8'' Findlay, OB 45640). Although 
hS e*#™ved it w®s » n«at idea, and I wish I 
had thought of it. Ml Mil...
-.-..J” *®‘ntia®* I also ran across thia:
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Y«e, ther® were two »15'«.
f *e a)w»ys aald/thoutht that /aMbto 98 was the 

first fwulne I received 5 marked ey entry into fandom. 
Well, 4-6 were received through an ad in a prosing, and 
in the here-snd-now, I wouldn't call #7 a "fanxine". 
Denned if I know the story behind those S-F Tis^ •... 
Buck 4 Juanita...no way outj you’re still responsible’

X graduated from high school 5/27/61, and I started 
age first job 7/5/61—so you can see how ay education 
started, and my fiscal downfall started simultaneously.

A later issue of CindeA was the first to ••ptfelish" 
me. —and the names of faneds past coming rolling back: 
Joe Gibson, Wally Weber, Andy Main, Larry Williams, 
the Lupoffs, Redd Boggs, Larry 5 Horecn Shaw... and Hi 
There, Terry Carr! (And yes, the list really did end 
with ib&nios I...my Very First'Fanxine. *sigh*)



UNDER THE ROOT OF MEMORY
The racial track of memory 
Shuttles into evenings 
Of far blazing stars 
Cold nights in eternity 
Coffee under a roof
Calitorn i a coast
Oregon black roses
Missouri hills
Texas wastelands
The gnarled leaves of memory 
Blowing in the winds of fate 
Tracking dreams among the stars 
Resting in winter’s haven 
The old stories of the evenings 
Whispered in the fog.

— Bitty Wot fenbar ger 
January 10th3 1988

THE DISMAL RAIN
Beating with a slow persistance 
It muddies these filthy streets, 
Leaves refuge clogging drains, 
Gurgles through cracks and ditches 
With a steadiness unfounded 
By the lonely beatings of my heart. 
There is a heavy, muffled gaiety 
In its will, and makes whatever wind 
Obey — as though air was its prey. 
The evidence of the rain in afternoon 
Has sidewalks and streets browner 
Than ever — a brown of mud, 
Of everyone’s ultimate dirty laundry, 
Of what the world might have looked like 
Fifty years ago in any January shower. 
It is a slow, steady rain, final, like the last 
Winking of birds' eyes before they drown — 
With the unsteady sky 
Lofted between white and grey.

— Bitty Wotferibarger 
January 30ths 1983


